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To make great windows and doors, you need 
more than great people. You need a great place 
to work. And that’s exactly what you’ll ! nd when 
you visit our advanced manufacturing facility. 
Skillfully designed by process managers who 
know how windows and entry doors should be 
made, every step in our manufacturing process is 
streamlined for maximum e"  ciency while allowing 
the opportunity for handcrafted detailing by an 
experienced production team. So, whether it is an 
order for ! ve hundred windows or five entry doors, 
each and every customer is assured of quality-built, 
on-time orders manufactured with skill and care. 
Granted, there are larger manufacturers out there 
with even larger facilities that can make more 
products in a day than we can in a week. But to us, 
it’s not about being the biggest. It’s about being 
the best. After all, isn’t that the way it should be? Special thanks to Window & Door magazine for 

recognizing Wincore® Windows and Doors as one 
of their Top 100 Manufacturers for 2012.

Quality Production
Before Production 
Even Begins.

®

110000
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&
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and Doors as one 
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We’re Not 
Only Building 
Windows & Doors.

We’re Building
Hope.
Wincore is proud to support Tough Enough 
to Wear Pink™, a non-pro! t organization 
diligently working toward fundraising for 
breast cancer research. Which means every 
window and door we make helps bring us 
one step closer to a cure. Find out more at 
www.wincorewindows.com.

i dows & Doors is proud

r research.
com
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Proud To Be
Called An 
ENERGY STAR 
Partner
Today, many companies promise to make 
energy e"  ciency a priorty. And when 
you see the ENERGY STAR symbol, you’re 
guaranteed those promises are true. As an 
ENERGY STAR partner, under the guidance 
of the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) and the Department of 
Energy (DOE), Wincore® has agreed to:

Build energy-ef cient products that have 
been tested and certi ed in accordance with 
the guidelines set forth by the ENERGY 
STAR Partnership program.

Manufacture each product with attention to 
increasing overall energy efficiency.

Inspire trust in the ENERGY STAR symbol 
through quality, high-performing products. 

Additional information about ENERGY 
STAR can be found at energystar.gov.
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Beauty
You never get a second chance to make a great first impression. That’s 
why Wincore® Entry Systems are thoughtfully designed with enhanced 
details to greet your guests with classic elegance and style.

Durability
At Wincore®, we pride in delivering entry systems that feature only top 
quality construction, made with the finest materials. Each and every 
one backed by our Lifetime Limited Transferable Warranty.

Security
Your security and safety is one of our main concerns. That’s why
we chose to utilize only the most respected names in hardware like 
Schlage™ and W&F for all handlesets and locking mechanisms.

Energy Efficiency
Today, energy efficiency is more important than ever. That’s why 
Wincore® Entry Systems are ENERGY STAR qualified. Choosing ENERGY 
STAR products for your home helps save on heating and cooling costs 
year round, as well as providing you with a more comfortable living 
space and added appraisal value to your home.

Decorative Glass
Exceptional quality decorative glass doorlites, sidelites and 
transoms take style and sophistication to a new level.

 • Artistically designed patterns
 • Assembled by skilled craftsmen
 • Precise cutting, mitering and soldering
 • Made with hand-made glass panels

Decorative glass achieves visual character through aesthetic 
imperfections that mimic hand-made sheet glass of centuries 
past – each exhibiting textural waves and striations, random seeds 
(air bubbles) and a variety of other natural effects.

Wincore® Entry Doors –
Everything You Want 
And Then Some.
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25 STANDARD COLORS 

• State-of-the-art HVLP Paint Application
• 7-year Finish Warranty – Smooth
• 10-year Finish Warranty – Textured
• Clear, Two-part Auto-grade Topcoat 
• For Smooth and Woodgrain Entry Doors

Paint and stain colors shown are representative. Every precaution has been taken to ensure colors are accurate, but due to the 
printing process, variances do occur. Please consult your supplier prior to ordering.

SAME PAINT COLOR 
INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR

DIFFERENT PAINT COLOR FOR 
INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR

PAINT ON ONE SIDE AND 
STAIN ON THE OTHER

 

�– OR �–

�– OR �–

OPTIONS
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SAME STAIN COLOR 
INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR

DIFFERENT STAIN COLOR FOR 
INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR

STAIN ON ONE SIDE AND 
PAINT ON THE OTHER

 

�– OR �–

�– OR �–

OPTIONS

Stain
• Coating System:
 Excellent Humidity and Color Stability
  Environmentally-friendly Waterborne Material
 HAPS (Hazardous Air Pollutants) Free
• 10-year Finish Warranty
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10 STANDARD FINISHES 
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Quality Construction
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Features
There are millions of reasons to choose 
Wincore® Entry Systems. Here are just 
a few to get you started.

BEAUTIFUL FINISH
HAPS-free paints and stains are applied by highly-trained, 
skilled professionals in a climate-controlled environment. 
Wincore® doors are protected with a clear coat and oven-
cured for maximum durability. This state-of-the-art application 
method ensures a beautiful, even finish.

INSULATED CORE
Entry Systems feature an environmentally-friendly 
insulation that is 100% CFC-free to provide a high 
R-value for maximum thermal protection.

IMPROVED DOOR FRAMES
Composite poly! ber frames will never absorb moisture or splinter.
Wincore’s® standard composite frame will not rot like their wood
counterpart, nor will they rust like a steel framed door.

SECURITY STRIKE PLATE
Where applicable, a steel security strike plate adds extra 
strength to help prevent forced entry.

SECURE PROTECTION
Grade 1 is highest level of security for residential deadbolts. 

DUST BOX
The Dust Box, located beneath the deadbolt strike, provides a 
barrier to air in! ltration and also conceals the deadbolt latch.

ROT-FREE BRICKMOULD
A Wincore® standard, brickmould is constructed of a durable 
composite material to resist rot, decay and damage from 
insects. Customizable up to 4".
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DOOR BOTTOM SWEEP
The double bulb sweep maintains maximum surface contact with the

threshold rail, consistently outperforming competitive products by
encapsulating both the outside and inside edges of the rail.

BALL BEARING HINGES
Ball bearing hinges are standard for inswing doors – featuring four-point 

attachments to the door and the door frame for a lifetime of dependability. For 
certain applications (like French Doors), adjustable hinges are also available.

ADVANCED SILL DESIGN
The sill’s innovative design prevents rotting, warping or deterioration 

over time. The thermally broken sill includes a composite substrate 
and synthetic cap and nosing. Incorporating a high dam overlap cap 

in addition to the 1-3/8" sill height creates a tough barrier against water 
penetration. Door sills are available in mill ! nish, satin nickel and bronze.

WEATHERTIGHT SEAL
Energy e"  cient Q-Lon weather stripping provides a weathertight

seal along the sides and top of the door frame and interlocks with the
Simple Solution Corner Pad ensuring the most energy e"  cient seal

available for keeping moisture, air and dirt out of your home.

HARDWARE
Wincore’s® standard hardware is manufactured by the most 

recognized name in entry door security, Schlage. Schlage 
hardware is durable, stylish and available in multiple ! nishes.

DOORLITE FRAME
High-performance, doorlite frames are heat-resistant and will 

not warp, crack or fail to adhere to the door, even in most 
intense climates. Most decorative glass patterns utilize the 

TriSys frame which locks together to conceal fasteners used to 
attach the glass frame to the door, resulting in a seamless frame 

pro! le with a compression seal for weather protection. Our 
polypropylene doorlite frame also withstands the 
elements and can be finished to match the door.

DOORLITES
Doorlites add beauty, natural light and curb appeal to your 

home, but can also answer your speci! c needs for light control, 
privacy and outdoor visibility. Handcrafted decorative glass is 

individually unique – no two are ever alike. 

CASING
 Standard clear poplar 2-1/2" Ranch or Colonial 

style casing covers paint lines for a finished appearance. 
Casing is also available in Oak and 3-1/2" wide.

Colonial 
arance.

2" widee.
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Innovative Frame Technology 

Door Frames

Rot-Free Brickmould
Provides a beautiful transition from the frame of the entry 
door to the exterior of the home. Constructed of a durable 
composite material, this brickmould design resists rot, decay 
and damage from insects. Customizable up to 4” wide.

Many manufacturers only use a few inches of composite 

material finger jointed to wood at the bottom of their frames, 

Wincore® is proud to o! er 100% full-length composite frames 

as a standard feature. This durable frame technology guaran-

tees door frames for life against rot, decay or insect damage. 

Exceptional ! nishing qualities and enhanced performance 

features ensure a lifetime of dependability.

Wincore® composite door frames are an innovative new 

alternative to traditional ! nger jointed wood door frames. 

Extensive research and development proves full-length 

composite door frames combine all the strength and convenience 

of wood door frames with enhanced properties that make them 

moisture- and insect-resistant. The composite rot-free polyfiber 

door frame will last years after your neighbors’ wooden frames 

have deteriorated. Composite polyfiber frames will never absorb 

moisture, splinter or rot like wood door frames, or rust like metal 

door frames. 

• Low Maintenance
• Incredible strength, year after year
• Resistance to wear, splitting and impact
• Excellent nail and screw holding strength
• Great paint, stain and glue adhesion
• Can be installed below grade or direct to masonry
• Does not promote mold or mildew
• Moisture & Termite Proof material
• Lifetime warranty for rot, decay and insect damage

WOOD FRAME

COMPOSITE FRAME
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Patented HydroShield Technology™ 

RusticMahoganySmooth Oak Grain

6/8, 7/0 & 8/0 Door

Full-length LVL Capped 
with Composite Stiles

Fiberglass Reinforced Skin

Polyurethane Core

Engineered Composite 
Top and Bottom Rails

Door Construction

Full-Length Composite Top and Bottom Rails
Additional non-porous protection keeps water from seeping into 
the door and helps prevent the build up of mold or mildew.

Fiberglass Reinforced Skin
Fiberglass is unmarred by the wear and tear of everyday use and 
is una# ected by moisture and humidity. The doors will not rot, 
splinter or warp like wood, and won’t dent or delaminate like steel.

Full Length Composite Stiles
All Wincore® ! berglass entry doors feature fully composite stiles to 
prevent water in! ltration into the door’s insulation and full length 
LVL to ensure the door will never warp, rot, or rust.

Architecturally Correct Proportions
Beautifully detailed panels are identical to traditional wood 
door construction to create crisper shadow lines and heightened 
curb appeal.

Insulated Core
Environmentally friendly insulation is 100% CFC-free and provides 
a high R-value for maximum thermal protection.

Exclusive HydroShield Technology™ features ! berglass reinforced door skins, 

full-length composite stiles, and composite top and bottom rails to prevent 

water in! ltration on all six sides.

Available Finish Textures

Composite Stiles
Wood Reinforcement

Steel Beam Polyurethane Core
Standard on 8/0 Doors
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Entry Door Styles
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Door Styles
Doors with Glass

Full Lite 1, 3, 4 Full Oval 1, 4
2 Panel
3/4 Lite

2 Panel 3/4
Oval Elite

2 Panel Twin
3/4 Lite

2 Panel 
1/2 Lite 3, 4

2 Panel
Twin 1/2 Lite 4

4 Panel Twin
Rectangle 4

3 Panel
Craftsman

8 Panel
Center Lite 4 Panel Fan

4 Panel 
Rectangle

4 Panel 
Camber Top

2 Panel 
3/4 Oval Deluxe

7 Panel Center 
Arch

Rustic 2 Panel 
Center Arch Plank

Pre-mitered, ready-to-install casing is available for any door configuration 
including transoms. Comes in all paint and stain finishes. 
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Door Styles

Flush 1, 3, 4

Full S/L 2, 4

3 Panel 
3/4 Elite 3/4 4 Panel

1 Panel
3/4 S/L

6 Panel 4

1 Panel
1/2 S/L 4

6 Panel 
Craftsman 9 Panel

Full 
Craftsman S/L

4 Panel 4

Direct
Set 4

Sidelites with Glass

Doors without Glass

8 Panel
Rustic 2 Panel 

Camber Top Plank

3/4 Oval 
Deluxe S/L

Mahogany 3 Panel 
3/4 Deluxe

Arch Top 
S/L

Notes: 1 30" widths available; 2 10" sidelites select sizes; 3 24" and 28" widths available; 4 Available in 7/0 heights.
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8/0 Doors
Available Styles

Flush Full Lite Full S/L 6 Panel

3 Panel 
Arch

2 Panel 3/4 
Lite

1 Panel 
3/4 S/L 8 Panel

7 Panel 
Center Arch

Rustic 2 Panel 
Camber Top Plank

Rustic 1 Panel
Camber Top Plank

Wincore® 8-foot entry doors are rein-
forced with steel on the lock side for 
added strength and security.

Pre-mitered, ready-to-install casing is available for any door configuration 
including transoms. Comes in all paint and stain finishes. 
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Craftsman Doors

Each doorlite includes both 
clavos style plugs, which mimic 
the look of iron nailheads, and 
domed plugs – depending on 

the glass option selected.

Inspired by the design principles of American 
Craftsman architecture, the Craftsman Series 
doorlites add authenticity to a Craftsman, 
Mission, Bungalow or Cottage style home. 

• Energy-efficient Low E glass.
• Decorative and SDL options.
•  Glass size and frame profile are

specific to the Craftsman series.

Dentil Shelf
For an authentic appearance, 
Craftsman style doors are available 
with an optional Dentil Shelf.
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Patio Doors are available in a two panel or three panel door con! guration. On two panel patio 

doors, one panel is operational (inswing only) while the other remains ! xed. On three panel 

patio doors, two panels remain ! xed while the remaining panel is fully operational (inswing 

only). A heavy duty top-hung aluminum screen frame (available in seven popular colors) with 

! berglass mesh allows for virtually e# ortless ventilation. Patio doors are available with any of 

the decorative glass patterns that fit Full Lite door styles shown on the following pages.

Patio Doors
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Craftsman Diamond

Vista Prairie
15 Light Beveled Platinum Caming
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All Wincore® Entry Door systems are available as French Double Doors. When ordered in this 

style, Entry Doors feature a color-matched astragal pre-assembled into the door frame. When 

locked using the durable steel lock pins at the head and sill of the unit, the astragal keeps one 

panel of the entry system locked in place, while allowing the other door panel to open and 

close. With the astragal unlocked, both door panels open and close freely. 

French Doors

22



On French Double Door Systems, 
Astragals are locked and 

unlocked with ! ngertip 
adjustments.

Easy Operation
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Form follows function in one beautiful package — a continuous sill with one or two hinged 

sidelites. Full, wide mullions add strength and stability where sidelites are opened. Full length 

composite capped LVL sidelite stiles provide additional strength where multi-point lock and 

hinges are anchored. Full screens with fiberglass mesh are easy to remove and are available 

in complementary colors. Inswing configurations only. Venting Sidelites are available with 

blinds, internal and external grids as well as decorative glass. 

Venting Sidelite
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Operating Sidelite
When a single door is too small and a double door is too big, choose an Operating Sidelite. Operating Sidelites 

function just like a traditional double door through the use of an easy-to-use, thermally-broken astragal that 

allows the sidelite to swing open. A hinged door and hinged sidelite become a single unit with a continuous 

sill. All styles of sidelites (Full Lite, 3/4 Lite and Half Lite) can become operational. Operating Sidelites are 

also available with blinds, internal and external grids as well as decorative glass. 
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Decorative Glass

Decorative Glass
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Our Glass Options Are Like A 
Multiple Choice Question With 
No Wrong Answer.
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Decorative Glass 

Ventlites 62

Simulated Divided Lite 63

Classic Glass (with or without external grids) 64 - 65

Grids Between Glass 66 - 67

Internal Blinds 68

Harmony Blinds 69

Classic Glass 

Pet Doors 78

Accessories 79

Hardware 80 - 82

Other Options 

Decorative Glass 72 - 73

Classic Glass  74 -75

Severe Weather Glass 

Aurora 40 Mayfair 44

Brentwood 48 Mystic Impressions 52

Beveled Images 46 Princess 56

Camelia 30 Radiant Star 47

Dynasty 53 Reflections 50

Elan 34 Renfield 39

Fontainebleau 49 Riverwood 43

Fontana 37 Royal Fountain 31

Georgetown 54 Stratford 32

Heritage 51 Sylvan Park 36

Hutton 42 Universal Transoms 58

Jameston 55 Vintage Craftsman 41

Laurel 57 Windsor 33

London 45 Wyngate 38

Majestic 35
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Camelia
Distinctive wrought iron 

scrolls provide classic rustic 

appeal. Wrought iron details 

highlight the delicate 

waterfall glass for a unique 

look. Both the door and com-

plementing sidelite are also 

available in 8/0 heights.

8/0 8/0
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Royal Fountain
A prismatic fountain of bevels 

beautifully accented by gray 

and clear renaissance glass 

creates a regal entrance.
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Stratford
The soft sheen of platinum 

or the warm luster of hand-

rubbed antique brass caming 

enhance old-world glass 

textures and exquisite bevels 

for a gracious entrance.
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Windsor
Shimmering polished bevels 

sparkle in a clear and gray 

soft wave glass background 

accented with brass or patina 

caming. A graceful style that 

will complement any home.

Quali! es as Severe 
Weather Doorglass.
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Elan
Elan exempli! es 

distinctive style and 

sophisticated $ air. Deeply 

beveled panels are accented 

by artful medallions and 

beautiful textured glass. 

Extra wide black chrome 

caming adds brilliance.

Quali! es as Severe 
Weather Doorglass.
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Majestic
Majestic – a spectacular 

entrance that is grand and 

stately. Beautiful, clear and 

gray renaissance glass 

complement the clear 

beveled border.
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Sylvan Park
Sylvan Park re$ ects classic Arts & 

Crafts style with its simple forms 

inspired by nature. Beautiful bevels 

invite attention, and amber glass 

accents o# er a warm welcome. 

The textured glass background 

enhances the hand-crafted look 

while o# ering privacy.
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Fontana
Fontana - a unique keystone 

bevel crowns the clear bevel 

border and the center bevel 

cluster. Patina caming 

highlights the gray and clear 

renaissance background. 

Quali! es as Severe 
Weather Doorglass.
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Wyngate
Wyngate’s elegant wrought 

iron scrollwork makes a 

distinctive architectural 

statement. Micro-granite 

glass on the interior side of 

the door provides a high level 

of obscurity.

Quali! es as Severe 
Weather Doorglass.
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Ren! eld
Delicate scrolls and brilliant 

bevels combine in an 

inspired wrought iron look. 

Ren! eld features small-

hammered and granite glass 

with patina caming.
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Aurora
The Aurora is an elegant weave of 

granite glass and bevels accented 

by an inner border of gray soft 

wave glass.
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Vintage 
Craftsman

The Vintage Craftsman design 

is reminiscent of the original 

Craftsman style with modern 

appeal. Featuring the obscure 

glass textures of eaton and 

double granite with a border 

of cotswold glass.
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Hutton
Classic, re! ned and timeless, 

Hutton doorglass features oil 

rubbed bronze caming and 

bronze glass accents to bring 

a warm luster and glow to 

your home.
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Riverwood
Riverwood marries a touch 

of history with the contem-

porary. An excellent choice 

for craftsman style homes or 

bugalows, micro-iced granite, 

thin reed and soft wave glass 

are highlighted by diamond 

bevels and patina caming.
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Mayfair
Classic form meets modern 

function. Handcrafted patina 

grilles in an elegant fleur pattern 

surround granite and iced granite 

glass with clear bevels.
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London
Add drama to any entryway 

with the London design. 

Bronze softwave glass coupled 

with micro-iced granite and 

clear bevels is equally stunning 

in a traditional or 

contemporary home.
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Beveled
Images
Clear glass and polished 

3/8" V-grooves. Perfect for 

patio door applications.
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Radiant 
Star

Radiant Star boasts a star 

of bevels surrounded with granite 

glass in a background of glue 

chip. A border of clear bevels 

trims this beautiful design.
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Brentwood

Bright Zinc

Simple yet sophisticated, 

Brentwood builds a contem-

porary approach to traditional 

design. Beveled and glue chip 

glass intertwine around bright 

zinc caming. 

8/0 ONLY
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Fontainebleau
Fontainebleau boasts cool 

light water and pale grey 

water with beveled glass 

surrounding bright zinc or 

brass caming.

Bright Zinc
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Re" ections
Handcrafted diamond bevels 

gleam against a background 

of clear and glue chip glass for 

enduring charm.
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Heritage
Rich beauty of clear renaissance 

and soft wave glass creates an 

inviting design for both the 

interior and exterior 

of your home.
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Mystic
Impressions
Mystic Impressions’ obscure 

silk screen background 

allows light to ! lter in while 

providing privacy. 
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Dynasty
Dynasty’s classic center bevel 

cluster is surrounded by a glue 

chip background and clear 

bevel border, accented by brass, 

platinum or patina caming. 
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Georgetown
Perfect for many home styles, 

Georgetown appeals with its 

timeless design. The center 

bevels’ luxurious shapes play 

with natural light, and a micro-

granite glass background 

provides privacy. Accented by 

diamond bevel borders in a 

granite glass surround.
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Jameston
Jameston epitomizes 

traditional style with its 

elegant and handsome 

design. Granite and glue 

chip glass provide textural 

contrast and they are 

accented by a rich patina 

came ! nish.
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Princess creates a warm, 

welcoming feeling to your 

home. Translucent glue chip 

surrounds a clear beveled 

cluster with a soft wave glass 

inner border.

Princess

Quali! es as Severe 
Weather Doorglass.
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Laurel
Bevels and granite glass 

sparkle invitingly while 

glue chip’s texture provides 

warmth and privacy.

Quali! es as Severe 
Weather Doorglass.
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Universal
Transoms
Universal transoms are 

designed to coordinate with 

almost any decorative glass 

entryway. Clear bevels are 

accented by patina, platinum 

or brass caming.
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Classic Glass
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Ventlites
Offering the best in performance 

and energy efficiency, Ventlites 

bring functionality into an attrac-

tive design. The bottom sash of 

the insert unit moves smoothly 

up and down for optimum 

ventilation. The solar shield 

frame is UV resistant and 

also resists yellowing and 

cracking. Patented screw 

hole covers offer a smooth 

interior. Comes with screen. 

Available in white only.

Low E Glass

Rain Glass

Ergonomic latches are designed 
for easy operation and adjust to 
ten different positions.
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SDL Doors provide the look 

of a true divided lite couple 

with the energy e# iciency 

of a one lite. An internal 

spacer and backing strips 

allow for true wood 

muntin appearance.

Simulated butyl 
backer strip

Simulated 
air spacer

1-1/8" Muntin Bar

For Other Door StylesFor the Craftsman Door Style

7/8” Muntin Bar

Simulated 
Divided Lite
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Classic Glass
With or Without External Grids

In addition to our collections of decorative doorlites, we also provide a full selection of classic glass products. Because 

external grids are placed on the glass surface, grids can match both interior and exterior door colors – even if di# erent.

Clear Glass Low E Glass Rain Glass QuickShip
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Low E Glass

Performance glass option available on 
most products with or without internal grids.

Low E is a high performance glass made with 
an invisible thin metallic coating that blocks 
heat flow. A proven energy saver, Low E glass 
reduces air conditioning costs by reducing 
solar transmissions in the summer. In winter, 
it reduces heat loss to the outside and allows 
solar energy to pass inside. 
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Grids Between Glass
Colonial Pattern

CLAY MOCHAWHITE CLAY

11/16" 11/16"

AVAILABLE IN
Contour Bar

WHITE TAN

5/8" 5/8" 5/8" 5/8"

AVAILABLE IN
Flat Bar

Low E GlassQuickShip

TAN

11/16"
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Prairie Pattern

WHITE CLAY

11/16" 11/16"

AVAILABLE IN
Contour Bar

WHITE CLAY

5/8" 5/8"

AVAILABLE IN
Flat Bar

Complementing Transoms
Internal Grids Only

TAN

11/16"

TAN

5/8"
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Internal
Blinds
White aluminum blinds can be 

sealed behind tempered glass for

a seamless appearance.

• Eliminates dusting.

• Prevents damaged blinds. 

•   Adds privacy, security and 
light control. 

•   Helps control solar 
heat gain. 

• Low E glass on select sizes. 

•  Easy tilt, raise and lower
operation. 

• White only. 

• Ten year warranty

QuickShip
Select Sizes

Low E GlassClear Glass
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Contoured grids and 

aluminum blinds are 

both placed between the 

panes of glass. Units are 

triple-glazed and available 

in white only. Exceeds 

ENERGY STAR thermal 

requirements*. Reduces 

outside noise intrusion.* 

Blinds are hidden when 

fully raised. Reduced 

travel operator. Single 

lever operation. Ten 

year warranty.

* Based on independent lab testing of U-factor and STC ratings. The U-Factor indicates the rate of heat loss of a door assembly. The lower the U-factor, the better the insulating value and 
the lower the heating bill. STC ratings indicate a building material’s ability to reduce sound penetration; the higher the STC, the more effective the barrier against sound penetration.

Harmony 
Blinds 

Internal Grids & Blinds
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Severe Weather Glass

Severe Weather Glass
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Laminated glass and an aluminum reinforced doorlite frame ensure that Wincore’s® 

Severe Weather doorglass retains its integrity when confronted with unusually high 

winds and swirling debris. Laminated glass can also provide up to 30% reduction 

in outside noise in! ltration when used in a properly sized and installed entry door 

system. Both the decorative and classic Severe Weather glass options are also 

utilized in Wincore’s® impact-resistant entry doors. 

Severe Weather
Decorative Glass

Doorglass Area

Inside

Outside

Powder-coated
Aluminum

Doorglass Frame
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Elan Windsor

FontanaWyngate

LaurelPrincess
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In addition to multiple decorative doorglass options that are certi! ed for use 

in coastal areas, Wincore® also o# ers Severe Weather entry systems featuring 

traditional classic glass sandwiched around a clear, di"  cult-to-penetrate 

laminate layer. Customization is possible with multiple options including 

decorative grid systems and behind-the-glass blinds. 

Severe Weather
Classic Glass

Laminated Glass

Glass Panel

PVB Inner Layer

Glass Panel

Painted 
Aluminum

Frame/Clear 
Glass

Laminated Glass 

Powder-coated 
Aluminum Frame
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Severe Weather Classic Glass Doors With & Without Internal Grids

Turtle Glass

Thousands of marine turtles nest in U.S. coastal 

areas. State and local ordinances protect hatchling 

turtles by limiting brightness of inside-to-outside visible 

light transmittance. Selected styles of Wincore® Severe Weather 

doors featuring classic glass can include tinted grey 

glass that meet these requirements. 

Severe Weather Classic Glass 
Doors With Blinds

Blinds are located behind 

the glass and are controlled 

by a single operating lever. 

Blinds raise, lower and tilt. 
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Options
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•  Flexible, soft $ ap with
UV protection.

•  Durable, paintable white
plastic frame. 

• Snap-on interior cover. 

• Pre-installed. 

•  For $ ush door 
panels only. 

•  Glass options limited 
to 1/4- or 1/2-lite
con! gurations. 

Interior with Cover PlateExterior

Small – Great for pets up to 15 lbs.

Medium – Great for pets up to 40 lbs.

Large – Great for pets up to 100 lbs.

Sizes

Pet Doors
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Decorative
Options

Door 
Knocker 

Clavos & Straps
For Rustic Door Only

1-1/2" Square

1-1/2" Round

Strap

Magazine/Mail Slot

Kick Plate

Peepsite

Door Knocker 
with Peepsite

Bright Brass Antique Brass Satin Nickel Aged Bronze Black

Door Knocker • • • • •
Door Knocker w/Peepsite • • • • •
Peepsite Only • • • • •
Magazine/Mail Slot* • • • • •
Kick Plate** • • • •

*  Magazine/Mail Slots not available on:! Full View; Full Oval; Craftsman; 9 Panel; 8 Panel; 3/4 lites. Section 2.1.6 of the 
USPS Domestic Mail Manual states door slot location must be 30" above the finished floor line.

** For 2/8, 2/10 and 3/0 door widths only.

Strap
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Knobs
From left to right: Georgian 
style in Antique Brass finish, 
Georgian style in Bright 
Brass finish.

Levers
From top to bottom: 
Flair / Aged Bronze 
Addison / Black 
Accent / Antique Brass

When it comes to security and safety,
no other name is trusted like Schlage. 

• ANSI Grade 1 professional-grade security deadbolts. 

•  Schlage hardware is designed with adjustable 
components guaranteed to fit any standard door prep.

• “Key Alike” option available.

• Lifetime Limited Mechanical and Finish Warranty. 

Styles Bright Brass Antique Brass Satin Nickel Aged Bronze Black

Handlesets

Addison •

Camelot • • • •

Plymouth • • • •

Levers

Flair • • • •

Addison •

Accent • • • •

Knobs

Georgian • • • •

Hardware

From left to right: Camelot style in Aged Bronze 
finish, Camelot style in Antique Brass finish, 
Plymouth style in Bright Brass finish, Addison 
style in black.

Handlesets
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Standard on 8/0 Doors
Optional on 6/8 & 7/0 Doors

Trilennium™ Multi-point hardware system 

provides more than just security. It offers 

homeowners better door closure and sealing 

than a single point lock. All three points latch 

and all three points deadbolt with a 1" throw. 

Deadbolts include anti-saw hardened steel pin. 

Includes 10-year warranty on finish, materials 

and workmanship. 

Optional 
Entrance Grip
Hardware

Only in Eclipse

Three-Point 
Locking 
System

Eclipse Pinnacle

Standard Hardware 
on 8-foot Doors

Antique BrassBrass

Bright BrassBrass

Satin Nickel

nt

ckel

Victorian Bronze

Satin Nic

onze

Trilennium™

Multi-point 
Hardware

Patented Strike Rollers
Patented strike rollers and 

latches draw the door into 

perfect alignment with the 

jamb for a tight seal with 

no deflection.

Panic Release 
A single downward turn of 

the lever releases all three 

deadbolts.

Peace of Mind
One solid unit with three latches based on the strength of 

patented I-Beam construction for reliable, proven performance.

Security
Operating as one, all three latches engage when the door 

is closed. One movement of the thumbturn or key activates 

all three deadbolts. Activated, each latch is a deadbolt and 

cannot be compromised.
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ANSI Grade 2 electronic lock 

provides enhanced security. 

Comes pre-programmed 

with two unique user codes 

programmable for up to 

19 personal user codes. 

Electronic deadbolts and locks 

are ideal for securing 

the exterior of your home 

and can provide a higher 

level of security and safety to 

interior spaces like basements, 

utility rooms, garages and 

home offices.

Electronic 
Locksets

Styles Bright Brass Antique Brass Satin Nickel Aged Bronze

Electronic Deadbolts & Locksets

Camelot • • • •

From left to right: Camelot style in Satin Nickel 
finish, Camelot style in Aged Bronze finish with 
lever in Accent style.

Electronic Lockset 
shown in Camelot 

style with Satin 
Nickel finish.
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From left to right: Camelot style in Satin Nickel 
finish, Camelot style in Aged Bronze finish with 
lever in Accent style.
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1. Select Handing

2.  Select Glass
Choose from Classic, Low E, Internal Grids, External Grids or a decorative glass pattern. See page 29.

1. Select Handing.

2. Select Door Style and Options.

All Wincore® Entry Doors can be ordered as French 
Doors. All glass packages and options apply. Faux hardware 
is unavailable on operable sidelites, and optional on French 
Double Door con! gurations.

1. Determine the size you need.

2.  Choose the door style, depending on the size.
See pages 16  - 18

3. Select Handing.

4.  Choose the ! nish texture.
See page 13

5.  Choose paint or stain colors.
See pages 6 and 7

6.  Choose the glass.
See pages 28  - 75

7. Choose hardware. 
 
8.  Choose your accessories, such as blinds 

and door knockers.

To Order French Doors or 
Operable Doors

To Order Entry Doors

To Order Patio Doors

RF 
Inswing

LF
Inswing

FL
Inswing

FR
Inswing

RFF 
Inswing

LFF
Inswing

FRF
Inswing

FLF 
Inswing

FFR
Inswing

FFL
Inswing

Viewed from Exterior, Handing by Knob  �– OSLI      All configurations: F = Fixed, L = Left Hand, R = Right Hand

OORDERING RDERING IINSTRUCTIONSNSTRUCTIONS

Viewed from exterior, handing by knob

OSLI

RH Inswing LH Inswing RH Outswing LH Outswing

Viewed from exterior, handing by knob

OSLI

RH Active 
Inswing

LH Active 
Inswing

RH Active 
Outswing

LH Active 
Outswing
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The information is correct at the time of printing. Changes to the product(s) may have been made since publication. All product styles, colors and options 
may not be available in all areas. All efforts have been made to reproduce finish colors accurately, but, due to the printing process, colors are approximate 
and variations may occur. Please consult your sales representative prior to ordering. Wincore® and The way it should be.™ are trademarks of Wincore Window 
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